
Flirtacious 1351 

My Flirtacious Husband (Genevieve and Armand) 

Chapter 1351 Loving His Occasional Dominance And Overbearingness 

Charlotte knew about Camilla, who joined Genevieve Orsi Productions last year. 

In the past six months, she has successfully introduced a rising star in the entertainment industry. 

Camilla is almost forty, but her youthful, doll-like face makes her look much younger. She's from the Bay 

Area and speaks with a gentle, soft, and sweet voice that men find particularly appealing. 

Charlotte feels that her coquetry skills are not as good as hers. 

Charlotte was taken aback for a moment, then angrily exclaimed, “I didn't even reject him, and he dares 

to not want me?!” 

“He has the status to choose his own agent,” said Genevieve. “When his agent was transferred to handle 

other businesses, several agents in the company were fighting to represent him, especially Camilla. They 

practically knocked down my office door trying to get to him.” 

Rather than spending time cultivating newcomers, agents prefer someone like Jerry, who is handsome, 

has great acting skills, and has won countless awards. 

In a movie with a budget of tens of millions, their commissions as agents would be quite substantial. 

to Genevieve anymore. The last bit of sympathy in her heart turned into anger. Angrily, she 

accompanying Jerry to a magazine company in Jadeborough for 

car and went to a coffee shop to buy some desserts 

in the country. Its office building is not far from the production 

the magazine company, Charlotte 

quite generous, some people enthusiastically took her to Jerry's studio 

“Does Mr. 

coming for the cover shoot, Camilla arrived as well. Unlike Charlotte, who was more generous, Camilla 

only brought a gift for the photographer who was helping Jerry with the 

a break. Jerry walked down from the shooting 

black sequined suit, going 

exposed to the air. The bulge was not exaggerated, but rather quite aesthetically 

pants might be a bit tight, making his legs appear even 

back, his thick eyebrows appearing like a hazy mist. His eyes were filled with indifference and 

casualness, and the rebellious aura surrounding him was like a deadly poison, irresistibly attractive 

in her tracks as 
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Chapter 1352 So Good to You 

Camilla's face turned pale with anger, but her voice was gentle and coquettish, “I like to do things 

personally, what's wrong with that?” 

“He's one of my people, there's no need for you to get personally involved.” Charlotte snatched the 

powder compact back and handed it to the makeup artist nearby. “You go take care of your own people 

personally!” 

Camilla asked, “When did Jerry become your subordinate?” 

Charlotte felt goosebumps all over her body from the disgusting nickname, and her face darkened. “This 

morning, Ms. Rachford personally handed him over to me.” 

“What abilities do you have?” Camilla scoffed, giving Charlotte a once-over. 

I've been in Jadeborough for several years now, and I'm familiar with most of the high society here, 

including the Benson family. Ms. Benson, all you do is indulge in food, drink, and entertainment, and toy 

with men. Do you really have any substance? Don't think we don't know. If it weren't for Ms. Rachford 

pulling strings, would you have even gotten into Genevieve Orsi Productions? 

“Didn't you just go through the motions during your initial interview?” Charlotte scoffed. “You got into 

the company smoothly thanks to your good relationship with Mr. Dixon. He even treats you so well that 

he doesn't let you train new employees.” 

at her, “Don't talk nonsense. My performance in the company is all 

I ever say that your achievements weren't earned through your own hard work?” Charlotte stood with 

her legs slightly apart, exuding confidence. “If you have the 

company, I helped Yvonne terminate her contract with Ingenuity Entertainment and signed 

repeatedly criticized, and her face showed that she was having trouble 

and he needs an exceptional agent who can plan his future acting 

“So you're the one who has to be 

“Of course.” 

and under Camilla's leadership, all the artists are thriving. In previous meetings, the higher-ups have 

praised Camilla, and she 

had already sat down in the rest area and confidently said, “Only I can take Jerry's career 

Charlotte said confidently, folding her arms. “As for the people under me, there's no need for 

even her sweet voice changed, “Do you think Jerry would want 

and spoke softly to him, “Jerry, I'm a better fit to be your agent. Just give me the green light, and I'll do 

everything in my power to get 
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Chapter 1353 What Do You Amount To 

Joash saw the two women arguing fiercely, worried that they might start fighting in front of the 

photographer. He quickly stepped in and positioned himself between them to prevent any further 

escalation. 

Joash squeezed a smile onto his slightly chubby face, “Ladies, could you please stop arguing?” 

“You all want Jerry, but there's only one of him. You can't just split him in half and each take a share, can 

you?” 

“Would this work? There's a charity dinner in mid-December. Ms. Burton and Ms. Benson will each 

prepare an evening gown. Whoever's gown leaves Jerry in awe will become Jerry's manager.” 

After Joash finished speaking, he looked at the two of them, waiting for their opinions. 

Camilla readily agreed, “Sure.” 

Charlotte knew that Camilla was keeping a close eye on Jerry. If Jerry insisted on having Camilla as his 

agent again, her struggles would be in vain. 

After all, with Jerry's status, he gets to decide which agent he wants to work with. 

“Fine,” Charlotte finally agreed, staring at Camilla. “But when the time comes, don't be a sore loser if 

you're willing to bet.” 

in a sweet and delicate 

door to the photography studio opened, and 

came to the magazine company to discuss a collaboration with the chief editor. He had heard that she 

was also here, so he decided to drop by and see her. As he spoke, he casually glanced at Jerry 

the agent assigned to me by the company, 

yet,” Camilla said 

guessed that she must have just had an argument with Camilla. He gently raised his hand to help her 

straighten the brooch on her sweater, speaking in 

free tonight? Let's have 

she had at the hospital that day. She cursed herself for being so blind, wondering how 

how you look at 

you happen to know the director of the variety show 'Adam's Garden'? Jerry's new movie is in the 

promotion stage, and we'd like to be a guest 

is a highly acclaimed variety show in recent years, with consistently high ratings 

shows to promote their movies, 



if she wanted to say something. She spoke up before Camilla could, “I know the title sponsor of 'Adam's 

Garden.' If Jerry wants to be on this variety show, it's just a matter of Mr. 

Benson!” Camilla rolled her eyes and sarcastically said, “Without your rich dad, do you think you 

took out her phone and opened it, 

no time, the call went through. Charlotte put it on speakerphone and politely greeted the other party. 

Then, she mentioned that she was currently working at a production company and had an artist who 

was interested in 
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Chapter 1354 Can We Change It 

Charlotte chuckled and looked at Camilla with her arms crossed, “Just now, someone said they had a 

great relationship with the director of 'Adam's Garden.' But in the end, they couldn't even get a guest 

spot.” 

“Charlotte, don't you dare laugh at me,” Camilla gritted her teeth and glared at her. “The secretary is 

just humoring you. Do you really think Mr. Xanders has time for you?” 

As a result, the very next second, Charlotte's phone rang. 

Charlotte knew that her family was now bankrupt and couldn't offer any benefits to others. So, how 

could anyone possibly help her easily? 

She had called Andrew simply because she didn't want Camilla to feel smug. 

Charlotte wasn't sure what the other person would say, but under Camilla's urging, she answered the 

phone. 

Kieran Sampson's polite voice came through the loudspeaker, “Ms. Benson, Mr. Xanders has greeted the 

producer of that variety show, but the guest spots are full. Mr. Brody Lohan will be having dinner at 

Jazona Clubhouse tonight. You can go and talk to him then, mentioning President Xiao's name should 

work.” 

“All right, thank you for your help.” 

After hanging up the phone, Charlotte looked provocatively at Camilla and said, “See? Mr. Xanders 

spoke to the producer on my behalf, and they didn't hang up on me without a word.” 

Camilla was so angry that she couldn't speak. 

said, “You heard 

didn't say anything 

with Charlotte in 

touching up her makeup, Jerry went 

the exposed chest of the man in front of her and complained to Joash standing beside her, “Can't they 



think Jerry looks quite manly in 

his mind, he couldn't help but secretly grumble. He didn't think there was anything wrong with Jerry 

wearing a vacuum suit. But 

the man sitting on the high stool, striking various poses, and 

the fact that she had seen and touched his chest muscles, and once the weekly magazine was published, 

women all over the country would be able to appreciate them too. 

chest muscle 

her patience and turned to Joash, “Tell him to change his clothes, or at 

spring,” Joash said. “Jerry is Gucci's global spokesperson, and when he signed the contract, it was 

stipulated that magazine 

couture can't just be this set; let's change to something 

stylist, and the chief editor is very satisfied with it. They wouldn't be happy if we 

hearing this, Charlotte 

good looks and also a celebrity chaser. Naturally, she enjoys reading magazines and weekly 

Chapter 1355 Having A Great Time 

Once Jerry finished taking the photo, Charlotte handed him the warm toffee latte. 

She remembers that Jerry likes this type of coffee. 

Jerry didn't even glance at her as he walked straight past her and sat down in the chair. He didn't bring 

his own personal stylist, instead opting to use the one provided by the magazine company. 

As he was taking photos, the two makeup artists went to work on styling another artist. 

Jerry called out to Joash, “Come help me remove my makeup.” 

Joash let out a soft “oh” and went over to the counter to find the cleansing cream. Just as he picked it 

up, his calf was kicked, causing him so much pain that he almost cried out. 

He looked down at Jerry, who was sitting quietly in the chair, his expression indifferent. 

Joash recalled the recent quarrel between Camilla and Charlotte. He was watching the commotion from 

the sidelines when Jerry kicked him, prompting him to quickly step in and break up the fight. 

Now, Jerry kicked him again... 

understanding Jerry's 

and picked up a bottle of cleansing water, ready 

“This cleansing water contains alcohol and it's not very 

scratched his head and said sheepishly, “Although I'm Jerry's personal assistant, he has a dedicated 

stylist to take care of his image. This is actually the first 



there different types of makeup removal tools?” he 

the table, while answering him, “Of course, besides 

wears makeup, he should choose a 

needs makeup, as long 

for the sake of 

nodded in understanding, “I'll definitely pass on your message to the 

said, “I don't know how to remove makeup either, Ms. Benson. Could you help me out? I'll treat 

small matter.” 

to remove her makeup, and it was always her who helped him out. She had become 

cleansing water to help him remove his 

on the chair. Her legs were almost trapped between his, and 
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Chapter 1356 I Am Cheap 

Charlotte slammed the cleansing cream onto the table, standing up straight and confronting him, “Do 

you want to argue with me? Even for my own benefit, I would never sell my body. It's because of him...” 

Although Charlotte was a bit fickle, she had an open and honest relationship with each of her exes. 

What's wrong with lovers enjoying intimate moments together? 

Her boyfriend devoted time to accompany her and pamper her, while she provided him with financial 

support. Throughout their relationship, she was wholeheartedly committed to her boyfriend, and when 

they broke up, it was clear and amicable. 

Both sides are putting effort into this relationship, which is a far cry from the differences between being 

a sugar baby or a client. 

Facing the man's mocking gaze, she didn't continue speaking. 

She really hates that look in his eyes! 

Charlotte was furious and resentful, speaking bluntly and without restraint, “What right do you have to 

look down on me? Weren't you the one who used to be with me for money, offering your body in 

exchange?” 

Joash, standing far away, felt relieved that the photographer had left early. Otherwise, if these moments 

were captured and shared, it would be a disaster. 

He quickly took out his earphones from his pocket, put them on, and started listening to music, no 

longer paying attention to their conversation. 

a moment, he sneered, “Yeah, I'm 



up the phone on the table and fiddled with 

instinctively glanced at her phone and discovered that he had transferred some money to her bank 

I won't wear it. Joash said that because we're on someone else's turf, 

pulled Charlotte away and stood 

wrist and noticed how cold he was. She quickly said, “That's not 

her fingers open one by one and strode toward 

into his backpack. At the same time, 

feeling uncomfortable just 

who mocked her first, and she only 

“This coffee costs fifty bucks a cup, but I don't really like coffee, 

Joash said as he carried his coffee 

and had a quick bite to eat. By 

hasn't been exposed to the film and television industry, so there's really so 

she almost lost track of time. It wasn't until her reminder alarm went off that she remembered she had 

to meet the 

up, applied her lipstick, and drove 
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Chapter 1357 Realizing He Is Angry 

When Kieran called back, Charlotte knew that it was Brody and Andrew who had told her to come here. 

This is a trap that Brody set for himself. 

She didn't want to lose face to Camilla, and she also wanted to secure a guest spot for Jerry in “Adam's 

Garden.” So, she had no choice but to walk into this trap. 

As everyone was chatting, the door to the private room opened again. Charlotte paused for a moment 

when she saw the man being led in by the waiter. 

“Jerry, come here,” someone called out as they stood up to greet him. 

After listening to a few lines of conversation between that person and Jerry, Charlotte found out that he 

was a producer from a certain company. Jerry's next film would be produced by their company, and 

there was also an investor at the table. 

That producer is a regular here and knew that Jerry was dining here, so he asked the waiter to invite him 

over. 

After chatting for a short while, someone began to toast Charlotte. She smiled and clinked glasses with 

them. Once she sat back down, she took this opportunity to bring up a matter with Brody. 



Brody suddenly asked, “Lottie, how did your dad's overseas investments break the funding chain?” 

not very smart and I don't understand business, so I'm not clear about this 

Your dad is so capable, it wouldn't be difficult 

tightly, her eyes downcast and remaining 

a production company now?” Brody persistently asked, 

Charlotte calmly avoided his 

and said, “You're used to living a luxurious life, how can you endure this kind of hard work? I have a 

friend who owns a cosmetics company. 

declined, “No need, I quite enjoy 

over, the waiter brought in a plate 

juicy peaches, but these peaches have been 

peach from the fruit plate, but he didn't rush to eat it. Instead, he played with 

the peach flesh was softened, he inserted his fingers into the peach and moved them in and out twice. 

The scene was full of eroticism, 

and licked the juice off his 

turned to look at Charlotte, smiling as he said, “Lottie is just like this ripe peach, perfectly 

over his head, drenching his face in half a bottle of red wine. Jerry, with a gloomy 
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Chapter 1358 Warm Her Up 

In the next moment, Jerry pulled back his coat, not allowing her to slip in. 

“Why are you being so stingy? I'm cold.” Charlotte followed, hugging her arms. She pouted and said, “I 

came to see Mr. Lohan to help you get a guest spot on that variety show.” 

Jerry said sarcastically, “I think Ms. Benson isn't so foolish that she can't tell the difference between 'an 

ambush dinner' and a regular meal.” 

“I know, but what can we do?” 

Charlotte thought Brody would just say a few dirty words to embarrass her, but she didn't expect him to 

be so disgusting! 

Charlotte clung to Jerry's arm, coaxing and praising him, “I'm so fed up with Mr. Lohan, I just want to 

smash a bottle on his head. Jerry, your actions just now were so cool and manly!” 

“I noticed you haven't touched your fork. Do those dishes not suit your taste?” she asked. “How about 

we go for some seafood stew instead?” 

Jerry didn't say a word, he just coldly pried her fingers open. 



Outside the alley, Joash, who had received the notice earlier, parked a black Mercedes-Benz by the 

roadside, waiting. Jerry opened the passenger seat door and climbed in. 

Charlotte hurried over, gripping the car window, “Jerry, I was wrong this morning, and I apologize to 

you. It was you who started the sarcasm, and I got angry and snapped back. I didn't mean to belittle 

you.” 

apologizes to 

he would still try to appease her, making Charlotte 

face less cold, then she 

bent down and looked into the eyes of the man inside the car, “you still care about me, don't 

cold. Can I 

Charlotte, Jerry finally turned his head to look at her, his gaze cold. “Charlotte, I'm not your boy toy 

his gaze and stammered, “I really didn't see you as a boy toy, 

him for so many 

asked her to remove her hand, but Charlotte refused, stubbornly clinging to the car window. “Tell Fatty 

to unlock the car,” 

Joash said, “...” 

guy,” but now she calls him “Fatty.” It seems she's become 

he was quite 

darkened as he raised his hand to press the button. The car window slowly rolled up. Charlotte 

window rolled up to the top, trapping Charlotte's fingers. She let out 

trembled on the 

window lowered, Charlotte withdrew her hand. The area where her fingers had been pressed 
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Chapter 1359 I Will Ruin You 

Charlotte watched in astonishment as the Mercedes-Benz drove away, feeling both angry and wronged. 

She complained that Jerry was so rude; even if she had been too blunt in the morning, could he really 

just leave her by the side of the road? 

Charlotte was freezing and quickly jogged to the parking lot by the roadside to find her sports car. Once 

she got in, she finally started to feel much warmer. 

She had just tossed her bag onto the passenger seat when her phone, which had bounced out, lit up. 

The phone call was from Jessica. Without waiting for Charlotte to speak, Jessica could hardly conceal her 

excitement as she whispered, “Lottie, Mr. Gaudette is dead.” 



Upon hearing this, Charlotte froze in surprise. 

As soon as Joash drove the car into the underground garage of the apartment, Jerry's phone lit up. 

He rubbed his tired eyes, and upon seeing the caller ID, his gaze dimmed slightly. Then, he answered the 

call and held the phone to his ear. After a moment, he responded with a faint “Mm-hmm.” 

After hanging up the phone, he said to Joash, who was about to get out of the car, “Take me to the 

airport.” 

the morning, Jerry's private jet arrived at Xedells Airport. The temperature in Xedells was minus five or 

six degrees, even colder than Jadeborough. Outside the airport, it 

came to pick up Jerry at the airport dropped him off at the Pann 

building before him, which was a fusion of 

was brightly lit, 

air of authority without showing anger, his 

with a single gentle stroke, it seemed as if he could even slice through a 

Meanwhile, the man in the wooden armchair put down his cup and asked, “Is 

“Thank goodness,” said Jerry. 

stood up and walked toward Jerry at 

the face. Despite Jerry's strong physique, he couldn't withstand the 

the man sternly say, “Who told you to mess with the Gaudette 

man forcefully kicked Jerry 

to scold him, “I've warned you time and time again not to get involved in politics and not to drag the 

Pann family down with you, yet you still 

for decades; do you really think that if his political career declines, the Gaudette 
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Chapter 1360 Family And Love 

Sebastian was scolding Jerry when a man with a cellphone in hand walked into the living room. 

Sebastian took the phone and put it to his ear. 

The other person didn't know what to say, which made his expression soften quite a bit. He spoke 

gently, “I didn't scold him, I just chatted with him for a bit, and I'll be back soon.” 

After hanging up the phone, he didn't even glance at Jerry and strode away. 

Only when the footsteps behind him had faded away did Jerry let out a cold laugh and stand up from the 

ground. Casually wiping the blood from the corner of his mouth with his thumb, he too left the living 

room. 



Outside, Jesse was waiting. 

It was him who picked up Jerry from the airport and brought him to the mansion. Afterward, he stood 

by the door, listening to the conversation between the two people inside. 

Jesse followed closely behind Jerry, remaining silent as they walked out of the mansion. 

Both of them got into the car, with Jesse taking the wheel. 

man in the passenger seat. His cheek was swollen and there were 

his cigarette, speaking out of turn, “You really shouldn't have done that. Armand never planned to let 

away, he entrusted everything to Lucian. Now, it 

or six years old. Because of Harry's situation, he guessed 

the end, he stayed by Jerry's 

Gaudette's unexpected death was handled by 

Jerry leaning against the window, silent as ever, and let out a deep sigh. “Children from families like 

example is right 

truly terrifying – with just a few taps on the keyboard, he can throw 

on his career, everything would have been within his 

of his childhood haunted Harry's mind, leaving him fearful and yearning for the warmth of 

love, the genius 

many informants, and later on, people around Jerry also shared intelligence with him. How could Jerry 

face showed no expression, it was unclear whether he had taken in 

getting beaten up. However, a nurse at the 


